
 
 

BAR tightens up on its Financial Criteria for Membership 

 

The financial criteria to qualify for BAR Membership has been in place for many years and, until recently, 
has proven to be a very successful model to determine the financial standing of an existing BAR 

member, or a new applicant wishing to join the Association.  Since the launch of the new BAR Advanced 

Payment Guarantee Scheme (APG), which covers all UK and international private residential contracts, 
three BAR Member companies have ceased trading due to financial failure, resulting in multiple claims 

against the scheme, which is a clear indicator of how volatile the UK removals market can be - this 
presented a real concern to the Association.  

 

At present, BAR checks the financial standing of every member and new applicant by carrying out a 
credit check on all Limited entities.  For any Non-Limited entities (i.e. Sole Traders or Partnerships etc) 

or where the results of a credit check prove insufficient, then BAR will request the latest copy of their 
Annual Accounts, for inspection and approval by BAR. This forms part of the Annual Inspection process. 

Should BAR identify any concerns with either the credit score or submitted Annual Accounts, then BAR 
will request further evidence from the business i.e. Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Account and/or Bank 

Statements covering the last three months, for further review.   

 
Although credit checking is a very well established and common practice amongst UK businesses, 

carrying out an annual credit check was not sufficient enough to determine whether a business is 
financially stable, especially just once a year, as that cannot reasonably identify any issues that might 

occur during the trading year.  

 
As a result, the BAR Board recognised the need to introduce tighter measures to help ensure the 

financial stability of every BAR Member in order to protect the interests of the Association, the wider-
membership and their customers.  Therefore, the Membership Criteria Review committee was tasked 

by the BAR Board at developing a new and additional financial check in a practical and measurable 
way, for their consideration and approval.   

 

At the BAR Board meeting in January 2019, the Board approved the introduction of continuous credit 
checking against every Member business throughout their term of membership. Therefore, 

notwithstanding the current financial criteria, using an online credit checking facility, BAR will constantly 
monitor the credit score of every Member company on a daily basis.  BAR has set a baseline credit 

score of 40 to which every BAR Member and new applicant company will be expected to achieve, as a 

minimum measure of performance.   
 

BAR will be alerted of any credit scores that fall below ‘40’ via real-time email notifications, at which 
point the Member will be contacted and invited to provide further information or documented evidence 

for inspection by BAR.  A tiered system of credit scores and sanctions has been introduced to determine 
what action must be taken, so depending on the severity of the decline, or if a score continues to fall 

dramatically, then the matter may be escalated to BAR’s Disciplinary procedure, with the ultimate 

sanction leading to termination of Membership. 
 

As of the 1st April 2019, the following clause will be added to the financial requirements in the BAR 
Membership Criteria and all internal procedures will be introduced, monitored and implemented; 

 
(iii) All Members and Applicants for membership will be credit checked to ensure that they meet the 
baseline credit score, as set by the Association, at a minimum. All Members will undergo continuous credit 
checks throughout their term of BAR membership and must provide BAR, at their request, with any 
necessary documented evidence in order to demonstrate their financial stability, where appropriate.  This 
evidence must be in the name of the Member or Applicant 

 

Ian Studd, BAR Director General, commented “the introduction of this new financial measure clearly 
demonstrates BAR’s commitment to raising standards within the professional removals industry, and 
will instil more confidence within the trade whilst helping to safeguard transactions within the consumer 
landscape”  


